March.16.20 Transcript by Sam Mast
Message from Thor Han
About war in the undergrounds:
I have been very busy, it is a real chaos on your planet, especially in the undergrounds. I have had the occasion
to speak with some people and residents of the Agartha Kingdom. Everyone is alliying against the reptilian forces
to chase them and everybody works together. So we are having quite an easy time chasing them, but they are
very numerous, and it will take quite a long time. Now there is some news, some enforcement arrives again, this
time from the Vega system. There are a lot of fleets in your solar system. This is rather good news, but there is
going to be more chaos on your planet. You know why? Because everything is collapsing. The basement of a
building has been completely unsettled. The bad soil has been taken off, and your building is now collapsing. All
these reptilian forces who are holding your economy, taking them away and your economies are collapsing, but it
is good, the building was rotten. You will build a new home.
About volcanic activity:
There is an energetic war as well and before living they are trying to drag with them the collapsing of your planet.
They try to do the most harm as possible, and they try to cause earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, fires as well, but
this is creating chaos on the surface not all over the planet. Fortunately in some points, specifically where you
have volcano activity for instance, there has been an increase in your volcanic activity recently, but this will come
down as they will leave. If they could blow up your planet you know they would, but they won't. The chaotic
energies underneath your surface are creating dissonance in the magnetic grid of your planet. So this as well
causes some disturbances. It is happening all over the world. Ffrom where I see, Asia, Russia, South of the
America continents, Africa. I see a little in Italy but not very much. There are some islands in the Pacific Ocean as
well with volcanoes but do not worry this will calm down.
About civilian contact:
The Galactic Federation of Worlds allows us to uncloak but follow a very, very specific plan. There will be soon a
contact in this decade, but we don't know when, we must first finish this war, and you must have built your new
system. We cannot unveil ourselves while it is chaos because chaos will add to chaos. We may come in a time of
peace and balance. So we are helping you to reach this moment but at the same time, yes. We are working on
spreading the idea that we are here. Not everybody on your planet is aware of us. You are mostly scared and
there's a lot of fear. Especially primitive populations and even in big industrialized countries there are primitive
minds, very much because this is due to ignorance. So we try to raise ignorance slowly and manifest ourselves
that you are more and more used to seeing lights in the sky, and when we will land officially, hopefully you won't
have fear.
About fake alien invasion:
This is all part of a special agenda, but there are many points to that. Firstly, fear controlling the population is
easy, but then the population must think that all the visitors that you call aliens are malevolent people, us
included. So they want to let the people know that anything that comes from the sky is malevolent. That if we land
one day, we are to be destroyed and as well some governments especially, I am very sorry, the American
government wants to be the almighty powerful government on your planet. And if a threat comes from space they
will play a game and pretend that they are the big heroes to save you all. All they want is power. I say a little
group of them, an elite. The alien invasion has occurred thousands of years ago, hundreds of thousands of years
ago, even for certain races, and those you called the alien, the malevolent ones. They have been here for so
long.There is ignorance. Your true history is completely manipulated. I just wanted to say that there are more
benevolent beings than you think around you. This is all I want to say. Some of them who are different densities
and different dimensions. There is an alliance of different species, may they be in different densities or
dimensions. We're all united to help you. Even the ancient spirits of your planet who are living in the fourth
density. They are here imbricated in your physical, what you call physical, and I call the third density because
physical for me is higher. They are here, it is parallel shells of the same sphere.
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About densities:
Visualize your planet as a sphere, imagine a sphere. It is the etheric field of your planet. Around this sphere is a
spherical shell, bigger than your planet. This spherical shell includes a density. Superimposed to this spherical
shell you have another shell, which is exactly at the same place, but vibrating at a higher or lower density, and
they're all imbricated in one another.
About chakras:
Do you know how many chakras you have? 24. They are activating as you elevate your frequency, as your
species evolves. It is never added or redrawn. It is always the same amount of chakras that you have, 24, but
increase your frequency, and you will have more chakras opening, especially higher and this is what is
happening. In the fifth density we have 14 active, and we can activate the other ones when we meditate, or we
join the upper planes or do something else. You had 7 active. Now 12 and 13 probably, it depends on everybody.
It is not a general thing. So some people on Terra will have 13 activated, but some will have 7. It depends on the
evolution of everybody. It is not a creation of chakras. It is an activation. When you elevate your frequency, you
elevate your energy into your body and as your consciousness goes higher you activate the highest chakras.
There is an exercise we do as part of our daily routine. It is inspired from the Ohoran Way. It is from the Ohorai
people. We try to do that every time we start a period, we call a period what you call days because in space we
have no day no night, whatever. Start by doing this attunement to what you call your higher self. It is only the
higher part of our self but higher is not a geographical spatial aspect, higher is a higher rate of frequency, I would
say faster not higher. Faster would be more accurate. When frequency vibrates very fast it becomes less heavy,
lighter. Elevate light. There are two sorts of light. For the term light we employ it for the light from the source
which is an energy and as well, for the lighter aspect of a frequency. There is as well the physical light, the third
one that you see with the photons, but that is independent. So we elevate ourselves, our vibration, our frequency
and doing so. We climb inside our beings to reach and activate the chakras above us, above our body of flesh.
For us, it is different because you are not yet there. You are arriving there. It is your future and destiny to be like
us. We are transdimensional beings. We can exist in the fifth density, and we can as well downgrade to the third
density, but we do not really do this very often, only when we need to intervene on your third dimensional plane.
We usually vibrate at a higher rate, what you call the fifth density. When you will be at this stage, all your planet.
When the process will be complete. We will be on the same level, and we will be able to connect better on the
same physical plane.
About a binary system:
There was a binary system, but it was extremely long ago. It was in the early days of your solar system. You
know your history is not what you think it is, and there was another star, a dwarf, but this has been fixed.
About happened on Mars:
The firestorm storm came from the sky, the colonies on Mars were colonies from the early Federation. They are
Lyrans, Pleiadians, there were other races, and in these colonies, one little piece of it effectively has been sent to
Terra. The survivors created a colony, but the destruction of Mars was by war. There was such a big war. This is
when the Anunnaki left and the reptilians took control of your planet, the Ciakahrrs already. 26 000 years ago.
About Earth moving on its axis every 26 000 years:
The Earth changes polarity at regular intervals and moves on its axis. It is a slow and progressive process. It will
happen but not in your lifespan.
About medical beds:
You are nearly getting there, I don't know when but the medical holographic beds are a technique you will
acquire, when you will masterize the interdimensional medicine. These techniques we use for tracker implants for
instance. You cannot yet remove them because they are interdimensional devices. When you will manage to
discover how to play on a plane of different layers of bodies, inside your body. I'm trying to use the terms that you
understand. When you will manage to do this, you will discover how to set up a technique to create these
holographic beds and with it, you will be able to intervene in all the different inter-dimensionally of medicine, and

they are different. Regeneration is different. It doesn't involve the different layers of a body, or inter-dimensionally.
Regeneration is used on the body envelope.
About benevolent Grays from Orion:
They are part of the Federation, and they are as well watching you and helping us, helping the Federation of
course to chase the occupants. They have very high knowledge. They are a very ancient race.
About raisng your frequency:
I am going to repeat myself but elevate your vibration. It stabilizes the levels of adrenaline; it stabilizes everything.
All the toxins are rebalancing because you need toxins as well but in the right amount. The right amount is not
very big of course, but it is produced by the body for a reason.
About Anunnaki:
Sumer. They were there. Now the country's name is Iraq. They helped the local indigenous to build a very
prosperous civilization. The Anunnakini were first good people, but then they were caught by greed and by power
and all that was done with the population. I've come across some data, you wouldn't believe what they did with
the animals. Breeding animals and indigenous population. They did a lot of disturbing things. They were
experimenting, but then Ciakahrr Empire was here, and they wanted to do their own hybridization for food and
slave. The Annunakini were scientists, they were engineers. They wanted to explore and play around with
genetics but then they both fought and there was a war. The Annunakini left, the Ciakahrr Empire stayed. The
Annunakini are very strange people. We don't have contact with them very much. They are not trustworthy
people. I would say their ethics have very different levels than our ethics. They are reptiloid Grays looking like
humans.
About ancient power:
The ancient colonies were hiding a great power. These people had a formidable technology using energies for
power, and supplying power. This energy was very dangerous and any other population aware of this was a
threat. This had to stop because it was generating a lot of wars, so the knowledge and the power was buried,
encrypted, dimensionally shifted, which means you can't find it, but it's there in some undergrounds. You have to
shift dimensionally yourself to be able to access these things. In the actual state of the vibrations of your planet all
the Terrans submitted to the grid and the hunger for power cannot shift into a higher frequency. They are tied
down, so they cannot access these archives of knowledge. This is very well thought.
About the population of the Pleiades:
I am named by a race: Pleiadian, from the Pleiades, which is a star cluster, but this is not my original world. The
Pleiades cluster of stars is very young and when we arrived there wasn't any world able to sustain life. We are
Lyrans. We fled our systems because it was attacked by The Ciakahrr Empire. What you call The Reptilian
Empire and the survivor colonies fled a little everywhere where they could and four of our colonies found this
cluster, and we settled there. We terraformed planets and we started colonies. We are named Pleiadians
because we live there, but we are Lyrans.
Do not despair:
I want to say to all who listen: not to despair. We are here for you, we will not let you down, you understand? We
will not let you down. You are not alone in this. We support you, guide you and help you.

